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Please contact individual vendors for information on availability and ordering.

The C.H.A.O.S. Continuum. The C.H.A.O.S. Continuum is the first interactive CD-ROM 
adventure to incorporate movie quality animation and special effects created on Silicon 
Graphics workstations.

As the game opens, it’s the year 2577. Titan Colony (Titan being the largest moon of Saturn 
and of our solar system, and the only moon with an atmosphere) is being held captive by an 
orbiting sentient supercomputer known as C.H.A.O.S. The computer originally was developed
to carry out numerous scientific and educational tasks, including dramatically boosting the 
brain power of the colonists. But now, something has gone wrong. C.H.A.O.S. has begun 
destroying the colony and has trapped its scientist creators in a parallel continuum. In order 
to escape that continuum and to try to free the colony on Titan from C.H.A.O.S., the 
scientists make contact with computer operators (game players) in the 20th Century.

The C.H.A.O.S. Continuum is available from Creative Multimedia and carries a list price of 
$79.99. Creative Multimedia, 503/241-4351.

Rex Nebular. Join Rex as he pilots the Slippery Pig on a crash course for Terra Androgena, a 
planet populated entirely by bizarre alien women with agendas of their own! Only you can 
help Rex complete his mission and escape Terra Androgena alive. A multitude of mind-
bending puzzles. Enticing skill levels for players from novice to genius. Rex Nebular lists for 
$69.95.

SimCity Classic. SimCity dares you to design and build the city of your dreams. With its 
simple interface and the ability to run on almost any computer, it’s the best introduction to 
both simulation games and city planning on this or any other planet. Features: Design 
unlimited cities from the ground up. Use the Terrain Editor to sculpt your city’s landscape. 
Guide your decision-making process with real-time graphs and demographic maps. Find out 
how popular you are with the public opinion poll. Test your leadership abilities with the eight 
included city scenarios. Fight floods, earthquakes, fires, tornadoes, meltdowns, and 



monsters.    

SimCity Classic requires 2 MB RAM and hard drive, 2.5 MB RAM under System 7, and carries 
a suggested retail price of $39.95. Maxis, 510/254-9700.

Strip Poker Professional. Strip Poker Professional offers three opponents who take you on in a
challenging game of poker with some very different table stakes. Play against one, two, or 
three opponents simultaneously, and as before, the more you win, the more they take off! 
Using a new screen layout, features color graphics and digitized sound. During play all 
opponents are displayed with one opponent occupying a large play and the others displayed 
in smaller “windows.” These windows can be swapped with the main opponent display at 
any time. Makes extensive use of digitized speech and each opponent has her own “library” 
of comments. New features include digitized card graphics, save game, and an easy access 
control panel to set program parameters.    Strip Poker Professional requires a color 
Macintosh and lists for $49.95.
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